14 December 2017

Dear Parent/Carer

Monday 9th January 2018

On Monday 9th January some of our students are taking their first GCSE exams. This is an exciting time for all of us at One In A Million and we are really focused on getting it right for our students at this crucial time.

In order to ensure a smooth process for all those involved, we are planning to delay the start of the school day for all students not taking part in the exams. This will mean that years 7, 8, 9 and 10 will not be allowed on site until 10.35 am. Registration will be at 10.50 am for those year groups and then lessons will run to the normal schedule.

Year 11 students will arrive as normal to register at 8.15 am.

Should there be adverse weather conditions on this day the exams will still go ahead. Students who do not attend will have failed the exam. These exams cannot be rescheduled.

We hope that you will understand our reasons and thank you in advance for your continued co-operation.

Many thanks

Yours faithfully

Philip Grant
Principal